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Abstract: In recent years, 70% of China's population is rural population, and the development of agricultural production is directly

related to the improvement of farmers' living standards and the realization of national economic construction goals. There are many

factors affecting grain production, and this paper will analyze some of the factors affecting grain production in China, and use SPSS

statistical software and stepwise regression analysis method to establish a regression model of grain production in China, from which

the main influencing factors are separated.
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1. Introduction
The study showed that the model established by using stepwise regression analysis had a good fitting effect, and the main factors

affecting grain yield in China were: fertilizer application and grain crop cultivation area. The study concluded that increasing the

cultivated area of grain crops is the most effective way to increase grain yield.

2. Data presentation and description
Analysis: There are many factors affecting total grain production, including the area under cultivation of grain crops, grain area

per unit yield, effective irrigation area, fertilizer usage, pesticide usage, total power of agricultural machinery, etc. Three explanatory

variables are selected: agricultural fertilizer application (X2), total grain sown area (X3) and total rural population (X4) (due to

agricultural labour The total grain production (Y) in China from 1990 to 2016 was analysed and the model developed was quantified

using econometric methods to study the degree of influence of each influencing factor.
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Data source: CEIE Economic Database

3. Descriptive analysis
Firstly, based on a comparison of national and provincial (district and municipal) grain production in 2016.

Analysis:
Bivariate correlation correlation analysis (correlation between sown area and yield per unit area and total yield), we can get the

correlation between sown area and yield per unit area by bivariate correlation analysis two-tailed significance test, significance 0.690

is less than 1.000, indicating that there is a correlation between these two scale variables and that they are strongly correlated, however,

by this result we cannot conclude that There is a causal relationship between the two. Again, using cluster analysis (a hierarchical

clustering analysis of yields per unit area for 31 different regions and provinces after normalising the data):

The dependent variable in this case is total grain production and its distribution is plotted on a scatter plot

As can be seen from the graph, China's total grain production in different years is on an upward trend according to the

arrangement of each year.
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4. Modelling analysis
4.1 Model setting

First, the parameters of the model were analysed and estimated using SPSS software based on relevant data from 1983-2016 to

obtain a matrix plot of the series Y, X1, X2 and X3.

It can be seen that the total food production and the various influencing factors vary significantly, and their changes are basically

in the same direction, and may have some correlation with each other, setting the model in the form of a linear regression model:

Y=β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3+μ

4.2 Estimated parameters
A linear regression analysis was performed on the above data using SPSS to estimate the model parameters and the outputs 1, 2

and 3 are shown below.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Analysis: First, the model is tested as a whole by looking at the p-value corresponding to the F-value. The p-value is less than 5%,

i.e. the model is significant and the model is meaningful. Then, look at the p-value corresponding to the t-value. The p-value is less

than 5%, i.e. the coefficient is significant and the coefficient is not zero.

Figure 3

(1) Based on the output it can be concluded that the model estimation is written as
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Y=-422725.086+4.611X1+7.023X2-64.024 X3

（68261.143）（0.208）（0.467）（34.662）

T=（-6.193）（22.147）（15.036）（-1.847）

R-squared = 0.984, with a modified decidability coefficient of 0.982, which indicates that the model fits the sample well.

F=605.369 DW=1.533

(2) R=0.992 and the coefficient of determination R-squared=0.984, which shows that the regression equation is highly significant

by the coefficient of determination.

(3) From the ANOVA table it can be concluded that F=605.369, p-value=0.000, indicating that the regression equation is highly

significant, indicating that X1, X2 and X3 as a whole have a highly significant linear effect on Y.

5. Model testing
5.1 Economic significance test

In terms of economic significance, China's total grain production Y is positively correlated with total fertilizer application X1,

total grain sown area X2, and negatively correlated with total rural population X3.

5.2 Statistical tests
(1) Goodness-of-fit test. The regression results show that the values of the square of R and the adjusted square R are both close to

1, indicating that the model has a good fit.

(2) t-test. It can be seen from the table: at the significance level of α=0.05, the critical value of the t-statistic for the degree of

freedom n-k-1=30 is tα/2(30)=3.03, the t-values of X1 and X2 are greater than this critical value, and the t-value of X3 is less than this

critical value, so X1 and X2 are significant at the 95% level and pass the variable significance test, while X3 is not significant at the

95% level and does not X3 was not significant at the 95% level and did not pass the variable significance test.

(3) F test. The critical value of F statistic is F0.05 (3, 30) = 2.922, F is greater than this critical value, so the linear relationship of

the model is significant at 95% confidence level.

5.3 Testing of the regression model
5.3.1 Test for multicollinearity

Figure 4

As can be seen from the output 4, the variance expansion factors VIF for X1, X2 and X3 are 3.297, 1.106 and 3.152 respectively,

all three numbers are less than 10 and the regression coefficients all have a reasonable economic interpretation, indicating that there is

no multicollinearity in this regression model and it can be used as the final regression model. The regression equation is

Y=-422725.086+4.611X1+7.023X2-64.024 X3

5.3.2 Heteroskedasticity test

An ordinary least squares regression of Y on X1, X2 and X3 was created using SPSS software and the residuals were retained and

the results are shown in outputs 5 and 6 below.

Figure 5
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Figure 6

It is generally accepted that if a regression model satisfies the basic assumptions given, so the residuals should vary randomly

around e=0 and within a region where the variation is not significant, so the residual plot shows that there is no heteroskedasticity in

the model.

5.3.3 Autocorrelation test.
Using DW test, from Figure 2 can be seen that the regression equation coefficient of determination X1, X2 significant, for n = 34,

k = 3, a = 0.05, DW test statistic = 1.553, check DW statistics table can be seen, dl = 1.27, du = 1.65, so du = 1.27 < DW < 4 - du =

2.73, indicating that the model does not exist autocorrelation.

5.3.4 Determination of the model
Through the above tests, the model was finally determined as:

Y=-422725.086+4.611X1+7.023X2-64.024 X3 +u

6. Conclusion
The results of the above analysis show that of the three factors selected, the effect of total fertilizer application and total area

sown to grain was more significant. From the regression model it can be seen that the most significant contribution to grain yield is

made by the amount of fertilizer applied. Although the contribution of sown area to grain production is not as significant as that of

fertilizer application, the increase in arable land area contributes more to the increase in grain production. The coefficient of influence

of total village population is smaller, but if the absolute value of total village population is larger, then it will cause a larger decrease in

grain production, so balancing the number of village population is the key to increasing grain production.
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